The officers of the Latino Caucus during 2011-12 were Michelle Rigual, Chair; Maja Basioli, Vice-Chair/Chair Elect; Michelle Lucero, Secretary/Treasurer; Teresa Miguel, Immediate Past Chair and Cesar Zapata, Advisory Representative to the Executive Board.

During the 2011-12 year, Raquel Ortiz moved the Latino Caucus website from the AALLNET site to Wordpress at http://latinocaususaall.wordpress.com/ Both Raquel and Stephanie Rocio Miles have administrator privileges and can take care of site updates. Teresa Miguel created a handbook for the new chair describing the work, procedures and timelines followed by past members of the executive board and committee chairs to help new leaders quickly understand the obligations of their roles. These documents can be accessed by the current leadership at the website. Raquel also transferred the Caucus' Facebook presence from the Group to the Page. The Caucus page now has a custom URL at https://www.facebook.com/latinocaususaall

The Latino Caucus conducted its business meeting at the annual AALL meeting in Boston. Michelle Rigual will oversee continuing work on a Caucus cookbook, with the help of Gloria Orrego Hoyos. The Caucus hosted its annual Baile at the Mojitos Lounge in Boston.
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